
COUPLING PROFILE
SM-ACC-CON-03 15 cm
SM-ACC-CON-04 35 cm

SM-ACC-CON-05 85 cm

SM-ACC-CON-06 135 cm
SM-ACC-CON-07 185 cm
SM-ACC-CON-08 600 cm

StageDex leveller keeps both decks at precisely the same 
height. A safe and even stage floor, free from tripping 
hazards, is the result. The levellers can be delivered in 
several lengths on request.

specially designed for circumstances where the leg-to-leg 
clamp cannot be mounted, including: 
•   Low stages. There are no legs or the legs are too short to 

be able to mount the clamp. 
•    Angular or curved stages. The centre-to-centre distance 

of the legs at the angular corners of the stage is too large 
to mount the clamp.

ideal solution for building ramps, sloping walkways or 
passageways for wheelchairs. The profile slides into the 
side of the decks; the adjoining deck is safely attached. 
The maximum raking angle is 30 degrees.

STAGEDEX LEVELLER SM-ACC-CON-01
Use the StageDex leveller to achieve precise levelling of 
your stage system and to prevent any vertical movement 
between the decks. Simply slide the cube into the side 
profile of the decks. Once the adjoined deck is placed, the 

STAGEDEX CONNECTOR SM-ACC-CON-02
The StageDex Connector not only keeps your stage floor 
exactly level, but connects the decks as well. The deck 
connector slides into the side of the profile and is fixed with 
the aid of a simple hex key; it can be used in combination 
with the StageDex Leveller. The StageDex Connector is 

COUPLING PROFILE 
The coupling profile provides an easy method of coupling 
your StageDex system while still allowing elements of 
the staging to be raked at a certain angle. This offers the 

STAGEDEX LEG BRACKET SM-ACC-CON-09 
Steel bracket for positioning the stage and keeping legs in 
place. For tiered seating or multi level stages. 
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LEG-TO-LEG CLAMP SM-ACC-CLP-01/02
As well as the SM-ACC-CLP-01, the leg-to-leg clamp that 
connects two legs, Prolyte has designed the SM-ACC-
CLP-02 that connects four legs. Both clamps are easily 
mounted; tools are not required. The clamps absorb the 
horizontal forces on the stage floor and guarantee a close 
fit of the decks.

DEX-TO-DEX CLAMP SM-ACC-CLP-03
After your decks are mounted to the legs or support structure, 
they can be connected to each other using this clamp to 
ensure a sturdy connection between the decks. Using the 
clamp will prevent any unwanted vertical movement of your 
stage floor and will absorb the horizontal loading applied to 
the decks. 

CLICK-ON STAGEDEX PROFILES SM-CT-ATT
One simple click and the profile is mounted to your deck! 
There are two click-on systems available: skirting profile (SM-
CT-ATT-(06 t/m 09)) and toe board profile (SM-CT-ATT-(11 t/m 
13)). Each profile works with a simple click and lock system 
and requires no tools to secure into place. These timesaving 
products can be locked on from the top for quick and easy 
assembly. 
The skirting profile is developed to create an easy way to 
attach skirting to your decks, finishing the look of your 
platform or stage neatly. This profile is available in lengths 
of 470 mm, 970 mm and 1970 mm.
A Velcro strip is delivered with this profile to facilitate the 
attachment of skirting. The skirting profile is developed to 
create an easy way to mount a toe board to your platform 
or staging area, creating a safe zone and preventing chairs 
from skidding off. This profile is available in lengths of 470 
mm, 970 mm and 1970 mm.

T-HEAD BOLT SM-SP-T-BOLT-40 
The T-head bolt can be placed in the side profile of the 
deck. It can be used to attach anything that requires bolting 
in place, from panels and signs to set pieces or special 
accessories. The bolts are available in several lengths. 
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